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For evaluators and experimentors, the information is given out con plctely
only in the case that the covariance matrix is given ,

Suppose the data to be measured is a function of f(xt) of the
parameters 勺， which can be measured directly, then
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Where, Citi (Cit) is the absolute error ofk-th parameter xt at energy point i (j).
ρt is the correlation coefficient of parameter Xt at energy points j and 儿

and lJ.ι; (lJ.h;) is the error of the indirectly measured data f(xt) contributed
from k-th parameter at energy point j (β.

It can be seen that the covariance matrix of the indirectly measured data
can be constructed according to formula (1) or (2) if the quantities concerned
are known.

In order to make the constructed matrix be reasonable in physics, the rna
trix must be symmetry and positive definite in mathematics.

A practical program was written.
The commonly used methods (activation method, TOF method etc.) for

usual various cross section measurements ( total, nonelastic, fission , capture etc.
) were taken into account in the code. Also the symmetry and positive definite
future of the constructed are checked.

The more complicated problem for covariance construction is to give out
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the correlation coefficientsρof the parameters, they must be decided according
to the practical situations. In general， ρ= 0, for short-range error, e. g. statis
ticalone;ρ= I, for long-range error, e. g. the error of standard cross 优ction;

ρ= 0 - I, for medium-range error, e. g. multi-scattering correction.
As an example, the covariance matrix of DNa仙，2n) cross section meas

ured by Lu et al. was constructed. A reasonable result was obtained.
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There are many works on spline function fit of experimental data, but tra
ditional methods and programs can be used only for uncorrelative data, the
correlation between the data points is not taken into acoun t. The spline lit
method for multi-sets of correlative data was developed based on our previous
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Suppose C is the fit coefficint vector, B is the base spline functien

matrix, Y is the measured data vector, and W, WI' D are weight matrices,
the C is determined by following equation:

Where,
HC= Y·

H= ED, Y· = EY
E= BT

( w- wI QDW.)

It should be noted that due to that the data are correlative, the weight rna
trixes W , WI' D must be defined and calculated with the inverse matrices ofthe
input data covariance matrices. Also in the program it couldn't simply treated
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